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Summary
Think to a new idea of household product and develop it ready to be produced with 3D printing technology: 
the best designs will be sold in our online shop! 

Description
"Desall Juice - Print your creativity" is not just a design contest, but our �rst experiment of creative lab that 
deals with the world of 3D printing and takes place both online and of�ine:

22-29 June on Desall.com (Earth) - Participants will have the chance to share their ideas through our design 
contest Print your Creativity, receiving feedbacks about feasibility from our team and meeting other design-
ers, makers and 3D printing enthusiasts from all over the world. Moreover, you can join our event on Face-
book to keep up-to-date about the lab and get hints or inspiring news.

29 June at H-Farm (Roncade, Italy) - Designers will be involved in the ideation, design and prototyping of 
innovative products, working in teams and supported by the Italian designer Denis Santachiara and Kent-
strapper, Florentine company specialized in the production of 3D printers.
Limited places available, register now on http://des.al/DesallJuice

Among all the ideas uploaded, our jury will select the best projects that will be sold on a dedicated 
e-commerce! ( coming soon… )

Are you ready to start? Read the guidelines below, work on your project and upload it before it's too late!

Guidelines
Contest theme: design a functional household product or accessory for your everyday life. You are free to 
approach traditional settings (kitchen, bathroom, bedroom) and users (housewives, kids) or explore new 
household spaces and unsatis�ed domestic needs.

Manufacturing technology: fused �lament fabrication. The 3d printer through its extrusion head lique�es and 
deposit a thermoplastic �lament following the tool-path de�ned by the CAD �le. Materials are deposited one 
layer at a time, and the part is built from the bottom up.

Maximum dimensions: products shall be prototyped using a Kentstrapper 2 Beta so the single part maxi-
mum dimensions are 26 x 28 x 19 cm.

Materials: the product will be made of ABS, PLA or other compatible thermoplastics, BUT you can also 
combine it with other common objects it is possible to �nd at home: broomsticks, bottles, corks, cans, etc.

Presentation: the function and shape of the product must be clear, add as many images as possible and a 
short description. The jury may require an .stl �le too in order to select the winners.

Additional tip: avoid unnecessary overhang sections and split complicated or too big objects into multiple 
parts. The simplest solution is often the best solution!
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Eligibility and submission
Participation is free of charge and is opened to designers and creative talents of any nationality and age. 
Participants can choose to present one or more projects, but only projects published on the web site 
www.desall.com via the upload page devoted to the “Print your Creativity” will be accepted.

Go compete: http://des.al/desallPYC

Timeline
Upload phase:   22nd June 2013 - 29th June 2013 at 23:59
Community vote:  30th June 2013  - 4th July 2013 at 23:59
Client vote:   5th July 2013 - 20th July 2013 (approximately)

Jury
Denis Santachiara - Italian designer
Davide Scomparin - CEO & founder Desall 
Lorenzo Cantini - Co-founder Kentstrapper

Award and royalties
1st :   Royalties
2nd :   Royalties
The selection of the winners by the jury will be the result of an unquestionable evaluation and it will take into 
account originality, project innovation and feasibility and consistency with the brief. 

 


